
THE PLACE: The South Service Road running 

alongside the QEW in Stoney Creek has become a 

go-to place for homeowners, designers and stagers 

looking for furniture or décor. Nick and Sandra 

Bruccoleri opened their family run Creative Visions 

Rustic & Contemporary Furniture on Lewis Road 

six years ago, and have been building a reputation 

for quality products at substantial savings ever 

since. The 12,000 sq. ft. showroom hosts an 

impressive array of products and styles.
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THE STYLE: Rustic furniture imported from Mexico, previously 

carried by Mexico Plus Interiors, makes up half the inventory 

at Creative Visions, a line Nick and Sandra are proud to have 

the distribution rights to in Canada. Handcrafted from a blend 

of ecologically farmed Brazilian and Mexican pine, with hand-

forged iron hardware and English dovetailed drawers, pieces are 

available in a variety of distressed finishes. “There is something 

for every room in the house or cottage, 

office, restaurant and winery,” says Nick. 

They also carry many Canadian-made 

collections, including the unique and 

functional designs of Canadel and 

Edgewood and Titus. Be sure to check 

out their generous range of bars and 

entertainment units.

SEASONAL: Fall is a perfect time to plan for holiday 

entertaining, so Nick and Sandra see a lot of dining settings 

and entertainment units go out the door, especially Canadel 

dining room furniture. Manufactured from Canadian birch and 

completely customizable with thousands of possibilities, they 

are a popular choice. Quebec based Amisco counter stools 

are a big sales item too. “No counter stool leaves our store 

unless we assemble it,” says Nick. “We make it as easy for the 

customer as possible.” 

THE DIFFERENCE: Working side-by-side for 30 years, 

Nick and Sandra both cite customer service as the key 

to their success. “We treat every customer that comes 

in, the way we would like to be treated,” says Nick. “Our 

son Nicholas, Barry, Matt and Gabe make up our team 

of knowledgeable staff. We are proud that we constantly 

receive accolades from customers regarding how well they 

have been taken care of.”

GET THERE: 410 Lewis Rd., Unit 15, Stoney Creek 

905.643.9998 | creativevisionsfurniture.ca  OH
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